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ABSTRACT

Cloud Computing is a new computing model that distributes the computation on a resource pool. The need for a scalable database capable of expanding to accommodate growth has increased with the growing data in web world. More familiar Cloud Computing vendors such as Amazon Web Services, Microsoft, Google, IBM and Rackspace offer cloud based Hadoop and NoSQL database platforms to process Big Data applications. Variety of services are available that run on top of cloud platforms freeing users from the need to deploy their own systems. Nowadays, integrating Big Data and various cloud deployment models is major concern for Internet companies especially software and data services vendors that are just getting started themselves. This chapter proposes an efficient architecture for integration with comprehensive capabilities including real time and bulk data movement, bi-directional replication, metadata management, high performance transformation, data services and data quality for customer and product domains.
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INTRODUCTION

Virtualization is playing a major role in implementation of both Big Data and Cloud Computing. It provides lots of information such as storing, accessing, analyzing and managing the Distributed Computing components in Big Data Analytics. In other words, Virtualization is also used to increase IT resource utilization, scalability and efficiency. The main goal of Virtualization is to increase the consumption of physical servers and efficiently saving on infrastructure costs.

Cloud Computing is one of the most powerful techniques used to perform large scale computing, parallel processing, complex computing, security and data service integration with scalable data storage. In the recent years, cloud application integration is growing at a high speed. Organizations used variety of integrations in cloud services especially for mobile apps that needs to exchange messages and huge data. The software deployed in Cloud Computing environment and the data stored in cloud data centers are connected virtually to communicate each other asynchronously or synchronously by fetching, transferring and storing the data. There is a need to develop efficient techniques for integrating cloud and Big Data.

The goal of this chapter is to describe the storage of Big Data in different Cloud Computing environments. The huge data of organizations has been stored in different cloud deployment models as Private, Public and Hybrid to achieve the characteristics, definition and classification of Big Data. In addition, this chapter also discusses the integration of Big Data with Cloud Computing, various challenges and problems, and uses with Big Data storage systems in cloud environment. The applications deployed in cloud datacenters and cloud service models, access control of the cloud data centers are also discussed in this chapter.

This chapter is organized as follows: the initial sections discuss about the needs for architecture patterns and data sources for Big Data storage in cloud deployment models, comparison of Big Data to other types of data and quality of Big Data. Second section discusses about the intersection of Big Data and Data Virtualization, Big Data and Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) Computing, Big Data Tools for Integration of Clouds, Clusters and Grids and Big Data Analysis using Grid Supercomputing. Third section proposes the architecture for integration of Big Data and Cloud Computing. Final section concludes the chapter.

CLOUD COMPUTING

Cloud Computing is the practice of using a network of remote servers hosted on Internet to manage, store and process data rather than a personal computer and local server. In other words, Cloud Computing is a type of computing and is used for the delivery of hosted services over the Internet to manage real time applications (Manogaran, Thota & Kumar, 2016).

Big Data Solutions for Cloud Applications

Cloud Computing and Big Data are combined together to achieve many tasks. Big Data provides many techniques and technologies to process distributed queries across multiple datasets and compute the results in a timely manner.